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during the past three years I1 have been asked a number of
times regarding my impression as a professional economist of
robert preston s book howhoiu to prepare for the coming crash

hawkes publications salt lake city utah 1971 the book
has received sufficient attention and acceptance particularly
in the intermountain area to warrant serious consideration

let me state as accurately as I1 can what I1 believe to be the
basic theme of mr preston s book hereafter referred to as the
coming crash the first half identifies a secret worldwideworld wide
conspiracy that is led by international bankers and that isis ef-
fectively represented in the united states by the federal res-
erve system the communistpartycommunist party is but a political append-
age to this sinister union of international bankers which in-
tends to create in the united states the most serious depression
that has ever been experienced and thus to cause total collapse
and anarchy from which it alone will profit and gain ultimate
control this part of the coming crash is a restatement of
W cleon skousen s thesis in the naked capitalist published
by mr skousen salt lake city utah 1970 however the

this article is adapted from a paper delivered toato a student faculty economic
seminar on 27 july 1972 during the 197219727373 school year the author was a
visiting professor in the republic of china taiwan which delayed publica-
tion and made updating possible the author wishes to express appreciation
to professor clayne pope for his editorial assistance and to the reviewers for
their helpful suggestions
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coming crash goes further than the naked capitalist by de-
claring that nothing absolutely nothing 1 can be done to stop
the crash and that it will occur before 1975 and most likely
11 as early as 1973 2 preston then identifies ten steps which
families should follow in preparation for the crash two of
thediedle more controversial steps are 1 to sell your home if you
live in an urban area and move to a rural retreat where you
should prepare to provide for and defend yourself and 2 to
invest your wealth inin silver bullion after providing for the
basic necessities

the coming crash can be judged from two points of view
first the validity of its claim of a conspiracy of international
bankers and second whether or not the steps advocated con-
stitute adequate preparation for a depression of the magnitude
suggested

THE international conspiracy OF BANKERS

I1 will add very little to the conspiracy debate instead I1

refer the reader to the autumn winter 1971 issue of dialogue 3

which contains a critical review of the skousen preston thesis by

dr louis midgley of the political science department at
brigham young university plus a letter from dr carroll
quigley professor of history at georgetown university and
a response by mr cleon skousen

the idea of a bankers conspiracy is not new it was heard
in europe as early as the late eighteenth century but was sel-
dom mentioned inin this country until the late nineteenth cen-
tury the charge was often antisemiticanti semitic inin nature with one of
the earliest groups accused being the illuminati an eighteenth
century secret society of jewish intellectuals later the com-
bination reportedly included international bankers zionists
and communists in one monolithic conspiracy following the
increased wealth and influence of america s famous banking
families after the 1870s the idea gained some support in this
country however with the diminished power of bankers re-
sulting from the great depression of the 1930s the charge of
conspiracy virtually disappeared

for reasons not easily understood in the late 1960s some
american conservatives revived the idea of a conspiracy among

william fort louis midgley carroll quigley and cleon skousen round
table review dialogue A journal of mormon thought 699116699 116 autumn
winter 1971
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bankers perhaps it was due to the lack of business support of
senator goldwater in 1964 or it may have reflected their dis-
illusionmentillusion ment with certain so called liberal policies of presi-
dent richard nixon according to cleon skousen however
it was the result of disclosures made by dr carroll quigley
supposedly an insider to the conspiracy which triggered its
revival dr quigley s book tragedy and hope A history
of the world inin our time new york macmillan 1966
therefore plays a crucial role in the arguments of both skou-
sen and preston in a letter accompanying his 155 page re-
view of quigley s book skousen states that

our main problem has been to discover precisely WHO
was behind some of the insane things which have been hap-
pening I1 have waited thirty years for someone on the
inside to talk and now dr carroll quigley has done it
he boastfully describes how the most powerful syndicate inin
the world is setting us up for a global socialist society to
accomplish their purposes the constitutional structure and
independence of the united states must be destroyed and
that is what they are intent on doing 4

dr quigley however has a very different view of his
role as chief witness and authority on the existence of a
bankers conspiracy

skousen has simply taken extended passages from
my book inin violation of copyright and put them together in
terms of his own assumptions and preconceptions to make a
picture very different from my own skousen is apparently
a political agitator I1 am a historian my book merely tried
to give an account of what happened in the world in the early
part of the 2oth20thaoth century

midgley has pointed out the chief distortions of my
materials inin skousensSkousens book my picture of financial capi-
talism said that it was prevalent inin the period 188019331880 1933
in fact quigley identifies six periods during which the

accumulation of wealth led to a great deal of power only
one of those six periods is the period of financial capitalism

bankers from 1880 to 1933 quigley maintains em-
phatically that that period ended inin 193311933.119331933.1953195519531 skousen quotes
these dates 189019331890 1933 yet he insists that these organiza-
tions are still running everything I1 said clearly that they
were very powerful but also said that they could not control
the situation completely and were unable to prevent things
they disliked such as income and inheritance taxes more-
over I1 thought I1 had made it clear that the control of bankers

letter from W cleon skousen salt lake city utah no date
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was replaced by that of selfseif financing or government ffinanced
corporations I1 saw a quite different alignment of ameri-
can politics sincesince 1950 skousen implies that financial capital-
ismism was not only omnipotent but immoral both of which I1
denied

I1 must say that I1 was surprised at the picture of myself
which I1 found inin skousen midgley is correct in his state-
ment that I1 never claimed to be an insider of the eastern
establishment as skousen seems to believe I1 was I1 simply
said that I1 knew some of these people and generally liked
them although I1 objected to some of their policies 5

since quigley s book is central to the discovery and com-
prehension of the international bankers conspiracy which is a
major factor in both the naked capitalist and the coming
crash quigley s letter emphatically denying that view of his
book casts serious doubt upon the entire proposition

in my examination of the coming crash I1 found its scho-
larship suffering from two major faults first a number of
inacuraciesinaccuracies exist which with more documentation6documentationdocumentations6 and care
could have been avoided and second there are numerous er-
rors of logic that appear to result from an inadequate under-
standing of some basic tools of economics

the following examples illustrate some of the inaccuracies
in discussing the consequences of inflation preston concludes
that

finally it isis hopeless and the money is completely
worthless no one will take it then all the factories and
stores shut down rioting robbing looting and all types
of crime begin to stalk the streets the cities turn into
concrete canyons with savages hunting down their prey of
other human beings who might have food and drink blood
flows like rainrain water in the gutters it has happened before
in france and inin germany 7

no documentation isis given but the last sentence isis apparently
referring to the hyper inflations in france during the 1790s
and in germany during the 1920s the description is not ac-
curate however in fact the record of these inflationsinflations stands
as evidence against the conclusion that the current inflation in
this country isis necessarily leading to political and economic
collapse in contrast to the current inflation in the united

carrollcan oil quigley round table review ppap 109110109 110
preston s 112liz paepage book contains only 50 footnotes of which 6 are from

skousen 5 from other conservativeconservatie publications io10 from popular books and
14 from newspapers or monthly periodicals

preston p 32
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states of 8 percent per yeaiyearyeal the countries of germany and
france experienced rates of inflation as high as several billion
percent and yet as serious as the consequences were neither
country suffered the total collapse and anarchy which is er-
roneously ascribed to them in the above quote 8

the coming crash claims that the united states must have
a devaluation of at least 75 percent 9 no footnotes and later
declares that a secret agreement has been made for the united
states to devalue 50 percent after the 1972 election10 no foot-
notes during the spring of 1973 the united states devalued
by 10 percent an amount many economists had been calling for
in order to bring the dollar closer to its true commercial value
in foreign markets since that time there has been little
change in the value of the dollar with respect to other coun-
tries

one also finds frequent misuses of quotes for example
preston states

well that is all well and good except that that isis
peanuts compared to what really goes on with the federal
reserve now remember that the 12 banks which operate the
federal reserve system they don t own it but they operate
it are all private banks that means they are privately
owned but who owns them no one really knows why
because they have never been audited never turned in an
audtited statement 11

the source cited is an article in the new york times the
federal reserve may face audit which in contradiction to
the above statement declares that the federal reserve board s

position has always been that it is already carefully audited
by its own specialists with a double check by private account-
ants11 ts 122 this audit is published each year as the annual
retortreport13report13

later in the coming crash we find that bernard baruch
ffinancialinancial consultant to numerous presidents emerged a multi
billionaire because he had almost all of his money in silver
almost one fifth of the world s visible silver at that time 14

seeee any standard european economic history text
preston ppap 373837585738575837 5838
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it claims that baruch sold his stocks and bonds and bought
silver bernard baruch who was not included in the bankers
conspiracy is apparently a witness in whom one can have con-
fidencefi yet in his autobiography the public years baruch
states that in anticipation of the depression he sold his stocks
and bought bonds and a smailsmall amount of goldgold15 a very dif-
ferent course of action from that suggested in the coming
crash

in his book mr preston claims that the federal reserve
has never paid taxes nor paid any profits to the U S treas-
ury as the law asks 10 the annual report of the federal res-
erve for 1971 shows that it has paid 149138300149138500 in taxes

2188893 in profits and 26460130829 in interest on fed-
eral reserve notes to the treasury of the united states 17

though the coming crash said that the ratio of paper money
to gold was approximately 25 to 1 in 1970 18 actually paper
currency that year totaled 5050 billion and gold supply was
loi10.1101 billion a ratio of 5 to la19l9I1 19

perhaps one of the most surprising remarks in the com-
ing crash is that the author has a friend whose uncle bought
a brand new car during the last depression for 500 pounds
of potatoes 20 there is not a price index for automobiles but
one exists for potatoes from 1929 to 1932 the price of pota-
toes fell from 32 cents to 17 cents per 10 pounds of potatoes 21

suggesting that the friend s uncle paid 8508.50850 for a new car
incredible

second the coming crash illustrates the author s lack of
familiarity with the concepts of demand and supply the nature
and uses of money and how the federal reserve creates
money this leads to serious errors of logic on almost every
page that deals with technical economic questions most no-
tably pages 244024 40 for example he repeatedly insists that be-
cause the federal reserve pays only 1501.50150 for 1000 worth
of federal reserve notes it necessarily follows that the remain-
ing 99850998.5099850 represents no real value and therefore constitutes

bernard M baruch baruch the public years new york holt rine-
hart and winston 1960 ppap 222225222223222 225223

preston p 25
federal reserve board annual report 58th 1971 ppap 254255254 255
preston ppap 27 58
federal reserve bulletin march 1972 p algaigA 16
preston p 67
2historicalhistorical statistics of the united states washington BCDC US gov-

ernment printing office 1960 p 128
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inflation 22 in fact the full 1000 represents an obligation
of the federal reserve to the U S treasury but neither this
nor the 1501.50150 nor the amount of gold backing determines
whether or not inflation will result the value of money is
determined by the same forces that determine the value of any
economic good in this case the demand and supply of
money if economic output is expanding at an annual rate of
4 percent the federal reserve can and probably should in-
crease the money supply at that rate without inflation failure
to expand the money supply at that rate will result in deflation
and probably unemployment in the short run if the money
supply is increased more rapidly than the growth of real out-
put then inflation does occur

the coming crash mistakenly states that for every dollar
increase in government debt there is a dollar increase in the
money supply followed by a dollar increase in the price level 23

in practice an increase in the national debt is often accom-
panied by an increase in the money supply in order to provide
the federal government with an inexpensive credit market
however this is seldom a one for one ratio and in theory
there is no necessary connection between the two nor does
it follow that a dollar increase in the money supply necessar-
ily leads to inflation

another major concern found in the coming crash is the
lack of gold backing behind the money supply which mis-
takenly views gold as the determinant of the value of money 2421

again the value of money is determined by its supply in re-
lation to its use which is largely for the purpose of buying
the annual output of the american economy now totaling
more than 1 trillion per year

the coming crash charges that the international bankers
created the great depression of 1929 for their own advantage
according to this thesis bankers sold their stocks and bonds
and bought gold and silver before the crash thereby profit-
ing from the depression there is no documentation provided
and I1 know of no evidence that supports this claim what
is well known is that from 1929 to 1933 there were over 8500
bank failures in this country affecting almost one half of the
banks existing in 1929 a strange way to profit from the dep-

reston ppap 26 343534 35
ibid p 27
ibid ppap 262826 28 37 58
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pression25pression25 and judging from the response of bankers to the
roosevelt administration they were not in firm control of the
political scene it is inconceivable that bankers who supposed-
ly possess virtually worldwideworld wide control are at the same time
unable to eliminate their competitors the savings and loan
associations and mutual savings banks

let me state what must be obvious from the standpoint
of both logic and my own study of monetary history I1 do not
believe inin an international bankers conspiracy which seeks to
destroy the united states and wield total world power on the
other hand I1 find ample evidence of the desire of bankers
to maximize profits and to exert power and influence commen-
surate with their wealth I1 believe that the naked capitalist
and the coming crash both naively confuse power with con-
spiracysp iracy wealth creates power and many bankers have wealth
hence power but must we read sinister motives into fairly
common human behavior As human beings we support with
our time and money virtually every sort of idea conceivable
and the more wealth one has the more obvious is his support of
11 strange causes the economic history of the 19th century
reveals that jay gould jim fisk and others supported both
republican and democrat candidates within the same state
if there had been a socialist party with significant political in-
fluence they may well have been found supporting the social-
ists as well it is an old practice of hedging a bet by making
counterbalancing bets

the belated discovery of a heretofore secret though world-
wide and virtually omnipotent conspiracy of international
bankers impugns the patriotism or the intelligence of every
major government official banker economist and newspaper
publisher in this and other countries for the past 100 years
the list of government conspirators or dupes includes virtually
every public figure in republican as well as democratic ad-
ministrations richard nixon dwight eisenhowerElseneisenhower arthur
bumsburns henry cabot lodge john foster dulles henry kis-
singer etc 20 by the same logic one must include president
nixon s first secretary of the treasury david kennedy whose
nametiame isis conspicuously absent from lists compiled by mormon
authors

ross M robertson history of the american economy new york
harcourt brace & world inc 1964 p 519

2garyugarygary allenalienailen none dare call it conspiracy rossmoorrossmooreRos smoor california con-
cord press 1971 p 90
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in the united states today there are almost 14000 banks
with at least that number again in the rest of the world the
either or task of enlisting their support in the conspiracy or
strictly maintaining its secrecy from them staggers the imagin-
ation

TEN STEPS FOR preparation
let s now turn to the ten steps the coming crash recom-

mends to prepare for the collapse the first five steps are
noncontroversial and have been suggested by others for a num-
ber of years one should provide for 1 a safe water supply27supply27

2 an adequate medical supplysupply2828 3 an ample food supply
18 pages of the book on this topic are verbatim quotes from

the U S government department of agriculture s food stor-
age planpianplan20 4 training in first aid and civil defense30defense30 and

5 enough food water clothing etc to be self sufficient for
two years 31

the remaining five steps recommended in the coming
crash are more original and more controversial it advocates
that 6 one should prepare to defend himself by joining a
gun club and owning a small rapid fire 22 calibre rifle32rifle 32 7
those living in cities should sell their homes and move to a
rural retreat 200 miles from a large city seeing no advantage
to home ownership but recommending an older house a cabin
or a mobile home3home33homec 8 one s savings should not be kept in
banks or savings and loan institutions34institutions34 9 people should
secretly convert their currency into silver coins and hide them
in many places5places30places305 and finally it recommends that 10 wealth
be converted into silver bullion 30 the author will sell non re
turnable silver at considerably above the spot price in return
for your federal reserve notes investments to stay away
from according to the author are life insurance with the ex-
ception of 5 year term policies all retirement programs mort

preston2prestonnpreston p 67
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gages US government bonds and mutual funds 37 if enough
people in the united states followed this advice the predictions
of a severe depression would be self fulfilling and would not
even need any help from a super conspiratorial union of bank-
ers

considerable interest and attentionhaveattention have focused on advo-
cating the purchase of silver bullion one of the most fre-
quently encountered questions is whether or not silver repre-
sents a viable hedge against 1 1 inflation and 2 the type
of depression predicted by the coming crash the only ac-
curate answer is that nobody including mr preston and mr
wimmer knows that answer or lack of answer if you
like follows from the fact that the question requires a know-
ledge of the future what can be known for certain is that
the purchase of silver as a hedge is a highly speculative and
risky venture dramatically demonstrated by recent price
changes for silver from 1968 to 1971 the price declined from
2142.14214 to 1.54154 per ounce a 28 percent decline the price
rose precipitously from 2972.97297 in december 1973 to 6706.70670 on
26 february 1974 a rise of 125 percent as of 16 april
1974 the price had declined to 4314514.31431 a fall of 36 percent
sufficient to entirely wipe out the investment of anyone buy-
ing on margins 38 in my opinion the silver market is too
volatile for the average small investor and it surely is not a
market designed to assure an investor against risk and uncer-
tainty one may insist that the price of silver must continue
rising because we are producing only 70 percent of current con-
sumption the remaining 30 percent coming from depleting
stocks but on the other hand ponder the impact upon the
future value of silver should eastman kodak the worlds
largest consumer of silver develop a substitute for silver in
their photographic process my point is not that the price of
silver must fall or rise but rather that the future is uncertain
and that silver is a highly speculative market which no one
should go into uninformed 39 it must be remembered that for
every dollar of silver purchased in anticipation of a future in

ibid ppap 102104102 104
statistical abstract of the united states washington DC US gov-

ernment printing office 1973 p 666 and the wall street journal december
1973 april 1974

anyone contemplating the purchase of silver should read an article on
the problems of margin buying in the silver market published inin the mailwallvallmaii
street journal 4 february 1974 ppap 111818
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crease in its value someone must of necessity sell a dollar of
silver and he may be equally convinced that the future price
of silver will decline

the answer to the second question Is silver a good hedge
against the type of depression described by the coming
crash is the same no one knows in my opinion if con-
ditions become as severe as the book predicts it is possible
that silver would be of little value preston is not describing
a depression similar to that of the 1930s probably the most
severe depression in this country s history but one of much
greater severity and consequence he is predicting a total
economic social and political collapse including large scale
famine civil disorder and anarchy if conditions were to be-
come that severe it seems unlikely that any form of monetary
unit would circulate what trade would exist would most
likely be in the form of pure barter goods for goods with no
monetary intermediary on the other hand if the coming
crash is wrong about the severity of the depression then sil-
ver may be a reasonable hedge against a moderate depression
that however is just as uncertain as the answer in the case of
inflation the value of silver is now determined almost en-
tirely by non monetary forces of demand and supply and the
future of both is unknown

the question of what sort of wealth portfolio one should
hold is a very complex matter because it should include some
hedge against the economic opposites of depression and in-
flationflation the answer varies from family to family and from
year to year and should be worked out cautiously with as
much professional help as can be afforded

I1 believe that one should first look after his debt insur-
ance and cash flow needs to the extent that he is fortunate
enough to have a surplus I1 encourage him to seek professional
advice and to diversify normally the higher thediedle potential re-
turn the greater the risk and therefore the greater the prob-
ability of loss also included in this category are commodities

such as silver copper cocoa sugar hogs cattle soybeans
etc international monies and the so called penny stocks
lower risk investments generally yield less return but also
less likelihood of loss these include bluechipbluechip corporate stocks
and land purchases the safest investments and therefore
under normal conditions the lowest returns are savings ac-
counts and government and corporate bonds silver as a com
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modify falls under the category of high risk and the average
family should be very cautious of that type of investment es-
peciallypecially at current prices 40

it is my conviction that the predictions and prescriptions
contained in the coming crash are simplistic and of dubious
validity in their more extreme form they are potentially
damaging to true preparedness

recently the wall street journal warned that the gold market a market
closely related to the silver market as any intelligent gold speculator knows
is highly volatile and cautioned that that market has become an even
riskier place wall street journal 1 april 1974 p 25


